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HISTORY

R. Gwinnet Vivian, son of R. Gordon and Myrtle Vivian, has been associated with Chaco Canyon his whole life and professional career. His father was a student at the University of New Mexico field school in Chaco in the 1930s-1940s, then went on to a long career in the National Park Service. Gordon Vivian founded the NPS mobile ruins stabilization unit (RSU) in the Southwest. This unit did all the stabilization work at the sites in Chaco until the park developed its own preservation crew in the 1970s.

As a result of the RSU, Gwinn Vivian arrived at Chaco at age one, and had his first experience in archaeology in Chaco Canyon at the age of three. He is widely recognized for his contributions in the areas of Southwestern archaeology, museology, historic preservation, and cultural resource management. Of special importance are his contributions to the understanding of the prehistory of Chaco Canyon and the surrounding region. He received his BA (1957) and MA (1960) from the University of New Mexico. He received his Ph.D. in anthropology from the University of Arizona in 1970.

From 1970 to his retirement in 1999 Gwinn worked at the Arizona State Museum as staff archaeologist, as associate director, and as curator of archaeology for public programs. Vivian was one of the early leaders in cultural resource management. He ran the Arizona Highway Salvage Program for the Arizona State Museum and was its leading investigator for several years. He developed procedures and policies for the new CRM programs that were being developed throughout the nation. He was involved in the development and construction of major Arizona State Museum exhibits such as one depicting Tarahumara life in a cave setting and "Paths of Life," a major exhibit that highlights the diversity of Southwest Indian life in historical and modern times.

In the area of historic preservation, Gwinn worked with leaders of Arizona's Indian communities and members of the Arizona legislature to develop new rules and regulations for the revised Arizona Antiquity Act. Of particular note is his work in Chaco Canyon, where his fieldwork centered on making sense of the elaborate road and water control systems. In addition to writing numerous chapters in edited books, he is the author of The Chacoan Prehistory of the San Juan Basin.

Since his retirement, Vivian has been heavily involved in public outreach, both as a lecturer and popular tour guide of the Chaco Canyon region.
SCOPE AND CONTENT

GWINN VIVIAN COLLECTIONS

COLLECTION NUMBER 0030

CATALOG NUMBER CHCU 41042

VOLUME [Count] [Extent]4.7 [Type of Unit]LINEAR FEET

SCOPE
Field notes, maps, reports, and photographs related to projects and general research on Chaco Canyon completed by Gwinn Vivian. Specific projects include the Chaco Canyon Water Control Project, the Prehistoric Roads Survey, and the Cly Canyon Survey.

ORGANIZATION
Organized into five series:
Series I, Chaco Canyon Water Control Project/Roads Survey
Series II, Cly Canyon Reservoir Project
Series III, Chaco Canyon Research Files
Series IV, Chacra Mesa/Navajo Refugee Site Study
Series V, Microfilm.

PROVENANCE
R. Gwinn Vivian, Arizona State Museum

RESTRICTIONS NO
HIERARCHY


.002 Maps (bulk dates: 1970-1971)

.003 Images, 1992 (bulk dates: 1992)

.004 Reports, 1972 (bulk dates: 1972)


.001 Field Notes, 1991 (bulk dates: 1991)

.002 Images, 1985 (bulk dates: 1985)


.001 BC Sites, 1941-1947 (bulk dates: 1941-1947)

.002 Dendrochronology, 1941-1947 (bulk dates: 1941-1947)


IV. CHACRA MESAL/NAVAJO REFUGEE SITE STUDY-1960, 1952-1958

V. MICROFILM, 1972
SERIES DESCRIPTIONS AND FILE UNITS

Collection/Series: 0030/001
Series Title: CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT/ROADS SURVEY
Accession: CHCU-00464  Catalog Nbr: CHCU 41042

History: This collection was made by Gwinn Vivian and Robert Buettner in 1970 and March and April of 1971, during testing for prehistoric roads and water control features such as canals. The collection includes ceramics, lithics, and archaeological samples. Presumably this collection was made under a permit to Arizona State Museum, but there are no records regarding a permit. A portion of this collection was received by the park in 1982; the rest remained on loan to ASM until 1993. The 1982 material was accessioned as No. 464. The 1993 material was incorrectly accessioned as a new collection, No. 661. On January 4, 2005, the ANCS records were changed to the correct accession number, 464.

Scope: The majority of the archival material was originally added to the Vivian Archive (Acc 605) and cataloged as such. In 2006, these records were removed from the VA and housed with this collection.

Arrangement: Organized into 4 Subseries: Subseries A: Field Notes; Subseries B: Maps; Subseries C: Images; Subseries D: Reports The Field Notes materials are arranged in their original Vivian Archive number order.

Provenance: Gwinn Vivian, Arizona State Museum
Collection/Series: 0030/001.001
Series Title: Field Notes

Accession: CHCU-00464  Catalog Nbr: CHCU 41042

History: Chaco Canyon Water Control Project/Roads Study. The majority of field notes, correspondence, etc. were initially cataloged as part of the Vivian Archive: VA # 2049-2058, VA 2062-2064 -- CHCU 85903-85912, 85914, 85918-85920, 86058.

Scope: Records of the Chaco Canyon Water Control Project/Roads Survey Field Specimen Catalog Sheets, Correspondence, Inventories, Field notes and Field forms

Arrangement: Arranged by Vivian Archive number

Provenance: Gwinn Vivian, Arizona State Museum
Series Nbr: 001.001  
File Unit: 001  
Title: Chaco Water Control Survey. Chaco Road Study (Vivian and Buettner). Project Documentation  
Summary Notes:  
Field Specimen Catalog pgs, corresp and Vivian and Buettner Chaco Road Study (70-71) negatives list

Series Nbr: 001.001  
File Unit: 002  
Dates: 1967  
Title: 2049 - Vivian II; Chaco Canyon Water Control Project Field Notes #1  
Summary Notes:  
Photocopies of field notebook pgs.

Series Nbr: 001.001  
File Unit: 003  
Dates: 1967  
Title: 2050 - Vivian II; Chaco Canyon Water Control Project Field Notes #1  
Summary Notes:  
Photocopies of field notebook pgs.

Series Nbr: 001.001  
File Unit: 004  
Dates: 9/26/1977, 10/01/1977  
Title: 2051 - Vivian to Judge; Chaco Material in His Possession (Various Sites)  
Summary Notes:  
Corresp.

Series Nbr: 001.001  
File Unit: 005  
Dates:  
Title: 2052B - Vivian II; Chaco Canyon Water Control Project Daily Log #1  
Summary Notes:  
Photocopies of field notebook pgs., corresp to Windes (1982), 1971 Preliminary Road Survey w map, photo list, field specimen sheet

Series Nbr: 001.001  
File Unit: 006  
Dates: 1982  
Title: 2052D - Vivian II to Ross (Prehistoric Water Conservation project of Vivian I [11/20/64])  
Summary Notes:  
06/09/1982 corresp with copy of 11/20/1964 Gordon letter, receipt and container lists, field specimens pgs of material rec'd by Chaco Center
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>001.001</th>
<th>File Unit:</th>
<th>007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summary Notes:</td>
<td>Photocopies of field notebook pgs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>001.001</th>
<th>File Unit:</th>
<th>008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dates:</td>
<td>11/16/1970 - 12/08/1970</td>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>2054 - Vivian II; Chaco Canyon Water Control Project Daily Log #3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Notes:</td>
<td>Photocopies of field notebook pgs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>001.001</th>
<th>File Unit:</th>
<th>009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dates:</td>
<td>12/09/1970 - 02/03/1971</td>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>2055 - Vivian II; Chaco Canyon Water Control Project Daily Log #5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Notes:</td>
<td>Photocopies of field notebook pgs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>001.001</th>
<th>File Unit:</th>
<th>010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dates:</td>
<td>02/04/1971 - 03/23/1971</td>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>2056 - Vivian II; Chaco Canyon Water Control Project Daily Log #5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Notes:</td>
<td>Photocopies of field notebook pgs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>001.001</th>
<th>File Unit:</th>
<th>011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dates:</td>
<td>03/24/1971 - 05/06/1971</td>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>2057 - Vivian II; Chaco Canyon Water Control Project Daily Log #6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Notes:</td>
<td>Photocopies of field notebook pgs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>001.001</th>
<th>File Unit:</th>
<th>012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>2057f - Old Alto Road System</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Notes:</td>
<td>Separation sheet - moved to MC 10 C-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Series Nbr: 001.001
File Unit: 013
Dates: 05/07/1971 - 07/10-12/1971
Title: 2058 - Vivian II; Chaco Canyon Water Control Project Daily Log #7
Summary Notes:
   Photocopies of field notebook pgs.

Series Nbr: 001.001
File Unit: 014
Dates: 1970, 1971
Title: 2062 - Vivian II; Chaco Canyon Water Control Project - Field Specimen Sheets
Summary Notes:

Series Nbr: 001.001
File Unit: 015
Dates: 1970 - 1971
Title: 2063 - Vivian II; Chaco Canyon Water Control Project - Pottery Analysis Forms
Summary Notes:

Series Nbr: 001.001
File Unit: 016
Dates: 1970 - 1971
Title: VA 2064 - Vivian II; Chaco Canyon Water Control Project - General Feature Forms
Summary Notes:

Series Nbr: 001.001
File Unit: 017
Dates: 1971
Title: VA 2064a - Vivian II; Chaco Canyon Water Control Project General Feature Forms (Draft)
Summary Notes:
   Notes
CHCU 41042

Collection/Series: 0030/001.002
Series Title: Maps

Accession: CHCU-00464  Catalog Nbr: CHCU 41042

History: Chaco Canyon Water Control Project/Roads Study

Scope: MAPS cataloged separately: CHCU 55426-55452


Arrangement: In folders By catalog number

Provenance: Gwinn Vivian, Arizona State Museum
Series Nbr: 001.002
File Unit: 018
Title: Chaco Water Control Project - Maps
Summary Notes:
Separation sheet - moved to MC 12 folders A-3 to A-5
Collection/Series: 0030/001.003
Series Title: Images

Accession: CHCU-00464   Catalog Nbr: CHCU 41042
Inclusive Dates: 1992   Bulk Dates: 1992

History: Chaco Canyon Water Control Project/Roads Study. This collection was made by Gwinn Vivian and Robert Buettner in 1970 and March and April of 1971, during testing for prehistoric roads and water control features such as canals. The collection includes ceramics, lithics, and archaeological samples. Presumably this collection was made under a permit to Arizona State Museum, but there are no records regarding a permit. A portion of this collection was received by the park in 1982; the rest remained on loan to ASM until 1993. The 1982 material was accessioned as No. 464. The 1993 material was incorrectly accessioned as a new collection, No. 661. On January 4, 2005, the ANCS records were changed to the correct accession number, 464.

Scope: FILM NEGATIVES, PHOTOCARDS, INVENTORIES 1 NEGATIVE IN NEGATIVE COLLECTION168 PHOTOCARDS IN PHOTO CABINET COLL 0030/001.0035 PAGES OF HANDWRITTEN/TYPED INVENTORY OF WATER4 DUPLICATE PRINTS IN COLL 0030/001.003.CONTROL PROJECT IMAGES.SEE ITEM LEVEL FOR DESCRIPTION OF IMAGES.

Originally, the black & white prints were incorporated into Vivian Archive # 2119H, and cataloged individually: CHCU 104483-104501, 104523. List of photo captions cataloged as CHCU 86058. In 2006 the images were removed from the Vivian Archive and housed in this collection.

Associated slides (21) cataloged separately: CHCU 51900 (Slide #2665-2668, 2678-2679, 2683, 2687); CHCU 51901 (Slide #3828, 3946-3950); CHCU 51902 (#4152, 4226, 4513, 4517), and are part of Coll. 0037/001.003.

Arrangement: ORGANIZED INTO NEGATIVE COLLECTIONS AND PHOTO CABINETS NEGATIVES ARRANGED BY NEGATIVE NUMBERPHOTOCARDS ARRANGED BY SITE/ROAD SEGMENT, THEN BY NEGATIVE NUMBER

Provenance: Gwinn Vivian, Arizona State Museum
Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0009997
Title: CCC CHECK DAM EAST OF CLY’S CANYON. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: 7/16/1972
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; 1 NEGATIVE; PHOTOGRAPHER: CULLY; STEIN.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028000
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. VIEW SOUTHWEST OVER FEATURE.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028001
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. LOOKING WEST OVER FEATURE.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028002
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. LOOKING SOUTH TOWARDS GATE.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028003
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. VIEW SOUTH ACROSS FEATURE. NORTH; SOUTH; AND WEST GATES SHOWING.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028004
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. CENTER PORTION OF BOX AREA IN TRI-GATE. LOOSE STONE IN CENTER. SOUTH GATE IN BACKGROUND.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028005
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. LOOKING WEST ALONG FRONT OF NORTH GATE.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028006
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. LOOKING WEST ALONG FRONT OF NORTH GATE.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028007
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. NORTH SIDE OF NORTH GATE. NOTE LARGE COVER STONES.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H
Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028008
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. NORTH SIDE OF NORTH GATE.
NOTE LARGE COVER STONES.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028009
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. SOUTH SIDE NORTH GATE.
NOTE THRESHOLD STONE AND APRON STONE.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028010
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. SOUTH SIDE OF NORTH GATE.
NOTE THRESHOLD STONE AND APRON STONE.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028011
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. SOUTH SIDE OF NORTH GATE.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028012
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. SOUTH SIDE OF NORTH GATE.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028013
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. EAST SIDE OF WEST GATE.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028014
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. EAST SIDE OF WEST GATE.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028015
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. LOOKING THROUGH WEST GATE FROM EAST. NOTE BASE STONES.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028017
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. LOOKING WEST THROUGH WEST GATE. NOTE UNUSAL GATE FEATURES.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028018
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. DETAIL OF WEST END OF WEST GATE.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028019
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. NORTH SIDE OF SOUTH GATE.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028020
Title: 29SJ 1765. GATE A-11 NEAR PENASCO BLANCO. NORTH SIDE OF SOUTH GATE.
Dates: 1970-1971
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1765
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. CHACO CANYON WATER CONTROL PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. VA 2119H

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028021
Title: 29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 1; SMALL MASONRY STAIRS. LOOKING WEST.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 604
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028022
Title: 29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 1 AND FEATURE 2; TWO SETS OF STEPS. LOOKING WEST.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 604
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>001.003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item Nbr:</td>
<td>0028023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong></td>
<td>29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 1 AND FEATURE 2. LOOKING SOUTHWEST UP SMALL MASONRY STEPS LOCATED AT RIGHT ANGLE TO CHACO WEST ROAD. F-2 AT RIGHT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dates:</strong></td>
<td>Mar-71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phys Desc:</strong></td>
<td>29SJ 604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary Notes:</strong></td>
<td>1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>001.003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item Nbr:</td>
<td>0028024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong></td>
<td>29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 1 AND FEATURE 2. TWO SET OF STEPS. LOOKING WEST.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dates:</strong></td>
<td>Mar-71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phys Desc:</strong></td>
<td>29SJ 604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary Notes:</strong></td>
<td>1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>001.003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item Nbr:</td>
<td>0028025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong></td>
<td>29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 1 AND FEATURE 5 STAIRS. LOOKING SOUTH.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dates:</strong></td>
<td>Mar-71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phys Desc:</strong></td>
<td>29SJ 604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary Notes:</strong></td>
<td>1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK ON FEATURE 5. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>001.003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item Nbr:</td>
<td>0028026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong></td>
<td>29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 2; ROCK CUT STEPS. LOOKING NORTHWEST.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dates:</strong></td>
<td>Mar-71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phys Desc:</strong></td>
<td>29SJ 604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary Notes:</strong></td>
<td>1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK; 20CM NORTH ARROW. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>001.003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item Nbr:</td>
<td>0028027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong></td>
<td>29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 3; CURB. LOOKING SOUTHEAST.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 604
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK; 20CM NORTH ARROW. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028028
Title: 29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 3; SHORT SECTION ON SOUTH CURB. LOOKING SOUTHEAST.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 604
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028029
Title: 29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 3; SOUTH CURB. LOOKING SOUTHEAST.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 604
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028030
Title: 29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 3 AND 4; ROCK CUT STAIRCASE. LOOKING SOUTHWEST.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 604
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028031
Title: 29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 4; ROCK CUT STAIRCASE. LOOKING NORTHEAST.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 604
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028031
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Nbr:</th>
<th>0028032</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title: 29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 5; MASONRY STAIRCASE. LOOKING NORTHWEST.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates: Mar-71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phys Desc: 29SJ 604</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Series Nbr: | 001.003 |
| Item Nbr: | 0028033 |
| Title: 29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 5; MASONRY STAIRCASE. LOOKING SOUTHWEST. |
| Dates: Mar-71 |
| Phys Desc: 29SJ 604 |
| Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. |

| Series Nbr: | 001.003 |
| Item Nbr: | 0028034 |
| Title: 29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 5; MASONRY STAIRCASE. LOOKING NORTHEAST. |
| Dates: Mar-71 |
| Phys Desc: 29SJ 604 |
| Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. |

| Series Nbr: | 001.003 |
| Item Nbr: | 0028035 |
| Title: 29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 5; MASONRY STAIRCASE. LOOKING SOUTHWEST. |
| Dates: Mar-71 |
| Phys Desc: 29SJ 604 |
| Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. |

<p>| Series Nbr: | 001.003 |
| Item Nbr: | 0028036 |
| Title: 29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 5; MASONRY STAIRCASE. LOOKING SOUTHEAST. |
| Dates: Mar-71 |
| Phys Desc: 29SJ 604 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>001.003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item Nbr:</td>
<td>0028037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 6. ACROSS ROCK CUT STEPS. LOOKING NORTHEAST. ABOVE ESCAVADA WASH.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates:</td>
<td>Apr-71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phys Desc:</td>
<td>29SJ 604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Notes:</td>
<td>1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>001.003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item Nbr:</td>
<td>0028038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 7; LOOKING UP ROCK CUT STEPS. LOOKING NORTHWEST. ABOVE ESCAVADA WASH.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates:</td>
<td>Apr-71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phys Desc:</td>
<td>29SJ 604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Notes:</td>
<td>1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>001.003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item Nbr:</td>
<td>0028039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 8; LOOKING AT REMAINS OF POSSIBLE MASONRY STEPS. LOOKING NORTHWEST. ABOVE ESCAVADA WASH.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates:</td>
<td>Apr-71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phys Desc:</td>
<td>29SJ 604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Notes:</td>
<td>1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>001.003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item Nbr:</td>
<td>0028040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 8; LOOKING AT REMAINS OF POSSIBLE MASONRY STEPS. LOOKING WEST. ABOVE ESCAVADA WASH.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates:</td>
<td>Apr-71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phys Desc:</td>
<td>29SJ 604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Notes:</td>
<td>1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>001.003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item Nbr:</td>
<td>0028041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. FEATURE 9; LOOKING AT REMAINS OF POSSIBLE MASONRY STEPS. ABOVE ESCAVADA WASH.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 604
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028042
Title: 29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. TRENCH 1. LOOKING NORTHEAST ALONG TRENCH. WEST OF ESCAVADA WASH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 604
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028043
Title: 29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. TRENCH 1. LOOKING NORTHEAST ALONG TRENCH. WEST OF ESCAVADA WASH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 604
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028044
Title: 29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. TRENCH 1. LOOKING NORTHEAST ALONG TRENCH. WEST OF ESCAVADA WASH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 604
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028045
Title: 29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. TRENCH 1. LOOKING NORTHEAST ALONG TRENCH. WEST OF ESCAVADA WASH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 604
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.
Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028046
Title: 29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. VIEW OF DEPRESSION. WEST OF ESCAVADA WASH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 604
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN’S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028047
Title: 29SJ 604. WEST ROAD; RS 8N. VIEW OF ROAD DEPRESSION. WEST OF ESCAVADA WASH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 604
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN’S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028048
Title: 29SJ 1524. CHETRO KETL RIM ROAD; RS 32. FEATURE 2. LOOKING NORTHEAST ACROSS FROM ROCK CUT STEPS AT HOLES POSSIBLY USED FOR POSTS.
Dates: May-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1524
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN’S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028049
Title: 29SJ 1524. CHETRO KETL RIM ROAD; RS 32. FEATURE 2. LOOKING UP ROCK CUT STEPS.
Dates: May-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1524
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN’S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028050
Title: 29SJ 1524. CHETRO KETL RIM ROAD; RS 32. FEATURE 2. GROOVED STEPS AND POSSIBLE POST HOLE AT RIGHT OF PHOTO. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: May-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1524
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN’S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.
Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028051
Title: 29SJ 1524. CHETRO KETL RIM ROAD; RS 32. FEATURE 2. LOOKING SOUTHWEST ACROSS GROOVED STEP. BOTTOM ROCK CUT STEP OF STAIRCASE. CHETRO KETL IN BACKGROUND.
Dates: May-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1524
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028052
Title: 29SJ 1524. CHETRO KETL RIM ROAD; RS 32. FEATURE 2. LOOKING EAST UP MASONRY STEPS.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1524
Summary Notes: 2 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028053
Title: 29SJ 1524. CHETRO KETL RIM ROAD; RS 32. FEATURE 2. LOOKING EAST UP ROCK CUT STEPS. DETAIL WITH HAND HOLDS.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1524
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028054
Title: CHETRO KETL RIM ROAD; RS 32. LOOKING NORTHWEST ALONG WEST CURB.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028055
Title: CHETRO KETL RIM ROAD; RS 32. FEATURE 2. LOOKING WEST DOWN CRACK WHERE MASONRY STEPS ARE PRESENT.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

---

Series Nbr: 001.003  
Item Nbr: 0028056  
Title: CHETRO KETL RIM ROAD; RS 32. LOOKING NORTHWEST ALONG WEST CURB; ROAD TO RIGHT OF WALL.  
Dates: Apr-71  
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON  
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

---

Series Nbr: 001.003  
Item Nbr: 0028057  
Title: CHETRO KETL RIM ROAD; RS 32. LOOKING SOUTH ALONG ROAD WEST CURB TO RIGHT. CHETRO KETL IN RIGHT BACKGROUND.  
Dates: May-71  
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON  
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

---

Series Nbr: 001.003  
Item Nbr: 0028058  
Title: CHACO NORTH ROAD F; RS 32. LOOKING SOUTH ALONG ROAD WEST CURB TO RIGHT. CHETRO KETL RIM ROAD.  
Dates: Apr-71  
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON  
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

---

Series Nbr: 001.003  
Item Nbr: 0028059  
Title: CHETRO KETL RIM ROAD; RS 32. LOOKING SOUTH ALONG ROAD WEST CURB TO RIGHT.  
Dates: Apr-71  
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON  
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

---

Series Nbr: 001.003  
Item Nbr: 0028060  
Title: NORTH ROAD; RS 33. TRENCH 1; WEST CURB.  
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028061
Title: NORTH ROAD; RS 33. TRENCH 1; WEST AND EAST CURBS. LOOKING WEST.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028062
Title: NORTH ROAD; RS 33. TRENCH 1; VIEW OF WEST CURBS. LOOKING WEST.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028063
Title: NORTH ROAD; RS 33. TRENCH 1; CURB DETAIL.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028064
Title: NORTH ROAD A; RS 33. TRENCH 3; LOOKING SOUTH ALONG CLEARED SECTION OF ROAD. BOTH SIDES ARE WALLED.
Dates: May-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028065
Title: CHACO NORTH ROAD A; RS 33. TRENCH 3; CLEARED SECTION OF ROAD. LOOKING NORTH TOWARDS ALTO.
Dates: May-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028066
Title: CHACO NORTH ROAD A; RS 33. TRENCH 3; LOOKING NORTHWEST AT WEST CURB OF ROAD.
Dates: May-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028067
Title: 29SJ 1130. CHACO NORTH ROAD A2; RS 33. FEATURE 1. LOOKING SOUTHWEST DOWN CRACK WHERE STAIRS WERE LOCATED.
Dates: May-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1130
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028068
Title: 29SJ 1130. CHACO NORTH ROAD A2; RS 33. FEATURE 1. LOOKING NORTH AT AREA OF STAIRS LOCATED ABOVE TALUS SLOPE IN CENTER OF PHOTO.
Dates: May-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1130
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028069
Title: 29SJ 1130. CHACO NORTH ROAD A2; RS 33. FEATURE 1. LOOKING NORTH AT STAIRS ABOVE TALUS SLOPE IN CENTER. STAIRS (F-1) NOT VISABLE.
Dates: May-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1130
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.
Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028070
Title: 29SJ 1130. CHACO NORTH ROAD A2; RS 33. FEATURE 1. LOOKING SOUTHEAST AT HAND HOLES OF STAIRS.
Dates: May-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1130
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028071
Title: 29SJ 1567. NORTH ROAD; RS 33. FEATURE 1. LOOKING WEST ACROSS MASONRY STEPS.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1567
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028072
Title: 29SJ 1567. NORTH ROAD; RS 33. FEATURE 1. WALL TRENCHES AND STAIRCASE OF FEATURE 1. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1567
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028073
Title: 29SJ 1567. NORTH ROAD; RS 33. FEATURE 1. LOOKING WEST AT STEPS OF MASONRY STAIRCASE ALONG CHACO NORTH ROAD.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1567
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028074
Title: 29SJ 1567. NORTH ROAD; RS 33. FEATURE 1. LOOKING NORTH UP MASONRY STAIRCASE ALONG CHACO NORTH ROAD.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1567
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028075
Title: NORTH ROAD; RS 33. TRENCH 2. LOOKING SOUTH ALONG WEST CURB OF CHACO NORTH ROAD. BELOW PUEBLO ALTO AND STAIRS 29SJ 1567.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 2 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028076
Title: NORTH ROAD; RS 33. TRENCH 2; CURB. PUEBLO ALTO- PUEBLO BONITO ROAD; BELOW STAIRS 29SJ 1567.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028077
Title: NORTH ROAD; RS 33. TRENCH 2. DETAIL OF WEST CURB OF CHACO NORTH ROAD. ALTO- BONITO ROAD. BELOW 29SJ 1567. LOOKING SOUTHWEST.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028078
Title: NORTH ROAD; RS 33. TRENCH 1. VIEW OF EAST CURB. LOOKING NORTH. 29SJ 1984 IN BACKGROUND.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.
Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028079
Title: NORTH ROAD; RS 33. FEATURE 2; ROCK CUT STAIRCASE; 29SJ 1984. JUST BELOW PUEBLO ALTO. LOOKING WEST.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1984
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028080
Title: NORTH ROAD; RS 33. FEATURE 2; NORTHWEST CORNER OF ROCK CUT STAIRCASE; 29SJ 1984. JUST BELOW PUEBLO ALTO.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1984
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028081
Title: NORTH ROAD; RS 33. FEATURE 2; ROCK CUT STAIRCASE; 29SJ 1984. JUST BELOW PUEBLO ALTO. LOOKING NORTH.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1984
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK; 20CM NORTH ARROW. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON. COMPARE WITH NEG. 5261.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028082
Title: NORTH ROAD; RS 33. FEATURE 2; LOOKING WEST ACROSS ROCK CUT STAIRCASE ALONG CHACO NORTH ROAD. 29SJ 1984. JUST BELOW PUEBLO ALTO.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1984
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028083
Title: NORTH ROAD B; RS 40. TRENCH 1; CURB WALL. MAJOR WALL 3. AT PUEBLO ALTO. LOOKING NORTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028084
Title: NORTH ROAD B; RS 40. TRENCH 1; CURB WALL. MAJOR WALL 3. AT PUEBLO ALTO. LOOKING NORTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028085
Title: NORTH ROAD B; RS 40. TRENCH 1. LOOKING EAST ACROSS WEST CURB. MAJOR WALL 3. AT PUEBLO ALTO. LOOKING EAST.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028086
Title: NORTH ROAD B; RS 40. TRENCH 1; CURB. MAJOR WALL 3. AT PUEBLO ALTO. LOOKING NORTHEAST.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028087
Title: NORTH ROAD B; RS 40. TRENCH 2; CROSS SECTION OF WALL THAT FORMS WITH CURB. MAJOR WALL 3. AT PUEBLO ALTO. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.
Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028088
Title: NORTH ROAD B; RS 40. TRENCH 2; CROSS SECTION OF WALL THAT FORMS WITH CURB. MAJOR WALL 3. AT PUEBLO ALTO. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028089
Title: NORTH ROAD B; RS 40. AERIAL. NOTE PUEBLO ALTO.
Dates: May-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 2 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028090
Title: 29SJ 1555. NORTH ROAD B; RS 40. FEATURE 2; ROCK CUT STEPS. BETWEEN PUEBLO ALTO AND CHETRO KETL. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1555
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028091
Title: 29SJ 1980. NORTH ROAD B; RS 40. FEATURE 1; ROCK CUT STEPS. AT PUEBLO ALTO. LOOKING NORTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1980
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.
Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028093
Title: 29SJ 1980. NORTH ROAD B; RS 40. FEATURE 1; ROCK CUT STEPS. AT PUEBLO ALTO. LOOKING NORTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1980
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028094
Title: 29SJ 1980. NORTH ROAD D; RS 40. FEATURE 1; LOOKING SOUTHEAST DOWN ROCK CUT STEPS. EAST CURB TO LEFT; GROOVE OF CH ROAD. NORTHEAST UPPER CENTER LEFT. BELOW PUEBLO ALTO. LOOKING SOUTHEAST.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1980
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028095
Title: 29SJ 1980. NORTH ROAD D; RS 40. FEATURE 1; LOOKING SOUTHEAST DOWN ROCK CUT STEPS. EAST CURB TO LEFT IN BACKGROUND. BELOW PUEBLO ALTO. LOOKING SOUTHEAST.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1980
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028096
Title: 29SJ 1980. NORTH ROAD D; RS 40. FEATURE 2; LOOKING WEST ACROSS ROCK CUT AND MASONRY STEPS. BELOW PUEBLO ALTO. LOOKING WEST.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1980
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028097
Title: 29SJ 1980. NORTH ROAD D; RS 40. FEATURE 2; ACROSS MASONRY STEPS. ROCK CUT STEPS ON CLIFF IN FOREGROUND. BELOW PUEBLO ALTO. LOOKING SOUTHWEST.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1980
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028098
Title: 29SJ 1980. NORTH ROAD D; RS 40. FEATURE 2; LOOKING WEST ACROSS MASONRY STEPS. BELOW PUEBLO ALTO. LOOKING WEST.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1980
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028099
Title: 29SJ 1980. NORTH ROAD D; RS 40. FEATURE 2; ACROSS ROCK CUT STEPS. BELOW PUEBLO ALTO. LOOKING SOUTHEAST.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1980
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028100
Title: 29SJ 1555. NORTH ROAD B. FEATURE 2; ROCK CUT STEPS. RS 40E. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1555
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. BETWEEN ALTO AND CHETRO KETL. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028101
Title: 29SJ 1555. NORTH ROAD B. FEATURE 2; ROCK CUT STEPS. RS 40E. LOOKING NORTHEAST.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1555
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. BETWEEN ALTO AND CHETRO KETL. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028102
Title: 29SJ 1555. FEATURE 2B; ROCK CUT STEPS. RS 40E. LOOKING NORTHEAST. NOTE RS 31 (TERRACE) IN BACKGROUND.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1555
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. BETWEEN ALTO AND CHETRO KETL. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028103
Title: ABOVE 29SJ 1925. NORTH ROAD B; RS 40E. FEATURE 4; ROCK CUT STEPS. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1925
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. BEHIND CHETRO KETL. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028104
Title: ABOVE 29SJ 1925. NORTH ROAD B; RS 40E. FEATURE 4; ROCK CUT STEPS. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1925
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. BEHIND CHETRO KETL. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028105
Title: ABOVE 29SJ 1925. NORTH ROAD B; RS 40E. FEATURE 4; DETAIL OF SOUTH EDGE. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1925
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. BEHIND CHETRO KETL. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.
Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028106
Title: ABOVE 29SJ 1925. NORTH ROAD B; RS 40E. FEATURE 4; DETAIL OF SOUTH EDGE. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1925
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. BEHIND CHETRO KETL. NORTH ARROW. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028107
Title: 29SJ 1925; FEATURE 5. RS 40E. NORTH ROAD B; FEATURES 4 AND 5. LOOKING NORTHWEST; FEATURE 5 CONE SHAPED MOUND AT BASE OF CLIFF. FEATURE 4 ABOVE F-5 TO RIGHT; AT TOP OF CLIFF.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1925
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. RINCON BEHIND CHETRO KETL. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028108
Title: 29SJ 1925; FEATURE 5. NORTH ROAD B; RS 40E. FEATURES 4 AND 5. FEATURE 5 IS CONE SHAPED MOUND AT BASE OF CLIFF. FEATURE 4 ABOVE; FEATURE 5 TO RIGHT AT TOP OF FIRST CLIFF. LOOKING NORTHWEST.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1925
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028109
Title: CHACO NORTH ROAD C; RS 40W. LOOKING SOUTH ALONG WALLED (CURB) SECTION OF ROAD. TALUS UNIT AT BASE OF CLIFF.
Dates: May-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028110
Title: 29SJ 1562. NORTH ROAD C; RS 40W. FEATURE 1; LOOKING SOUTH DOWN ROCK CUT STEPS AND WEST CURB WALL. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1562
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. BETWEEN ALTO AND TALUS UNIT 1. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028111
Title: 29SJ 1562, NORTH ROAD C; RS 40W. FEATURE 1; ALONG WEST CURB WALL. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1562
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. BETWEEN ALTO AND TALUS UNIT 1. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028112
Title: 29SJ 1562, NORTH ROAD C; RS 40W. FEATURE 1; ALONG WEST CURB; ROCK CUT STEPS ON CLIFF IN BACKGROUND. LOOKING NORTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1562
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. BETWEEN ALTO AND TALUS UNIT 1. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028113
Title: 29SJ 1562, NORTH ROAD C; RS 40W. FEATURE 1; AREA OF POSSIBLE MASONRY STEPS; ROCK CUT STEPS ON CLIFF TO LEFT. LOOKING NORTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1562
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. BETWEEN ALTO AND TALUS UNIT 1. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028114
Title: 29SJ 1930, NORTH ROAD C; RS 40W. VIEW OF TALUS UNIT DIRECTLY BELOW FEATURE 4 ROAD.
Dates: May-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1930
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.
Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028115
Title: 29SJ 430; STAIRS. LOOKING SOUTH AT TOE HOLES.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 430
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN’S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028116
Title: 29SJ 430; STAIRS. LOOKING SOUTH AT TOE HOLES.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 430
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN’S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028117
Title: 29SJ 761. RINCONADA STAIRS. TOP OF S-3 IN FOREGROUND; S-2 TO RIGHT AND S-1 TO LEFT. LOOKING EAST.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 761
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN’S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028118
Title: 29SJ 761. RINCONADA STAIRST-2. LOOKING EAST.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 761
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN’S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028119
Title: 29SJ 761. RINCONADA STAIRS. S-2 ON LEFT; S-3 ON RIGHT. LOOKING WEST.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 761
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN’S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.
Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028120
Title: 29SJ 761. STAIRS. S-2 STAIRS ON LEFT; S-3 STAIRS ON RIGHT. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 761
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK; NORTH ARROW. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028121
Title: 29SJ 761. STAIRS. S-2 STAIRS ON RIGHT; S-3 STAIRS ON LEFT. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 761
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028122
Title: 29SJ 1504. MOCKINGBIRD CANYON; HUNGO PAVI STAIRS.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1504
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028123
Title: 29SJ 1504. STAIRS; HUNGO PAVI STAIRS IN BACKGROUND BEHIND RUIN.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1504
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028124
Title: 29SJ 1504. MOCKINGBIRD CANYON; HUNGO PAVI STAIRS.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1504
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028125
Title: 29SJ 1504. STAIRS; HUNGO PAVI STAIRS; DETAIL.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1504
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028126
Title: 29SJ 1525. STAIRS. S-1. LOOKING NORTH; GENERAL VIEW.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1525
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028127
Title: 29SJ 1525. STAIRS. S-1. LOOKING NORTH; GENERAL VIEW.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1525
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028128
Title: 29SJ 1526. STAIRS. STAIRS-1. JACKSON STAIRWAY. LOOKING WEST; UP STAIRS.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1526
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028129
Title: 29SJ 1526. STAIRS. STAIRS-1. JACKSON STAIRWAY. DETAIL OF HANDHOLES.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1526
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028130
Title: 29SJ 1526. STAIRS. S-1; S-2. JACKSON STAIRWAY. LOOKING SOUTHWEST ACROSS STEPS.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1526
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028131
Title: 29SJ 1763. STAIRS. STAIRS-1. LOOKING EAST; UP STAIRS.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1763
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028132
Title: 29SJ 1763. STAIRS. STAIRS-1. LOOKING EAST; UP STAIRS; DETAIL.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1763
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028133
Title: 29SJ 1763. STAIRS. STAIRS-1. LOOKING EAST UP STAIRS.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1763
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028134
Title: 29SJ 1763. R4N STAIRS. LOOKING NORTH. SERIES B AT BOTTOM; SERIES C AT TOP.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1763
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

---

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028136
Title: 29SJ 1763. R4N STAIRS. LOOKING NORTH. SERIES B AT BOTTOM; SERIES C AT TOP.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1763
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

---

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028137
Title: 29SJ 1786. STAIRS. S-1. LOOKING EAST; UP FIRST SERIES.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1786
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

---

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028138
Title: 29SJ 1786. STAIRS. S-2 STAIRS. LOOKING SOUTH; UP SECOND SERIES OF STEPS; DETAIL.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1786
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

---

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028139
Title: 29SJ 1786. STAIRS. S-2 STAIRS. LOOKING SOUTH; UP SECOND SERIES OF STEPS.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1786
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

---

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028140
Title: 29SJ 1786. CLY STAIRS. S-1. LOOKING NORTHEAST.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1786
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028141
Title: 29SJ 1786. CLY STAIRS. S-1; DETAIL OF ROCK CUT STEPS. LOOKING NORTH. SERIES B AT BOTTOM; SERIES C AT TOP.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1786
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028142
Title: 29SJ 1946. STAIRS. DETAIL.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1946
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028143
Title: 29SJ 1946. STAIRS. GENERAL VIEW.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1946
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028144
Title: KIN YA'A ROAD. LOOKING DOWN ROAD DEPRESSION TOWARD KIN YA'A.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028145
Title: KIN YA'A ROAD. LOOKING DOWN ROAD DEPRESSION TOWARD KIN YA'A.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028146
Title: KIN YA'A ROAD. POSSIBLE GROOVE UP ROCK CUT STEPS. LOOKING NORTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028147
Title: KIN YA'A ROAD. ROAD DEPRESSION.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028148
Title: KIN YA'A ROAD. VIEW OF ROAD DEPRESSION RUNNING FROM BOTTOM OF PHOTO AND UNDER FENCE. KIN YA'A IN BACKGROUND.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028149
Title: KIN YA'A ROAD. GENERAL VIEW OF ROAD DEPRESSION; RUNNING LEFT-RIGHT; ACROSS CENTER OF PHOTO. FENCE SURROUNDS KIN YA'A.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028150
Title: EAST ROAD. GENERAL VIEW OF ROAD DEPRESSION AT PUEBLO PINTADO. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028151
Title: EAST ROAD. GENERAL VIEW OF ROAD DEPRESSION AT PUEBLO PINTADO. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028152
Title: EAST ROAD. GENERAL VIEW OF ROAD DEPRESSION. PUEBLO PINTADO IN BACKGROUND. LOOKING EAST.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028153
Title: EAST ROAD. GENERAL VIEW OF AREA OF PUEBLO PINTADO. LOOKING EAST SOUTHEAST.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028154
Title: EAST ROAD; TRENCH 1. LOOKING EAST ACROSS TRENCH CUT ACROSS ROAD. LOOKING SOUTHEAST DOWN ROAD DEPRESSION. PUEBLO PINTADO IN BACKGROUND. LOOKING SOUTHEAST.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.
Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028155
Title: EAST ROAD; TRENCH 1. LOOKING EAST ACROSS TRENCH CUT ACROSS ROAD. LOOKING SOUTHEAST DOWN ROAD DEPRESSION. PUEBLO PINTADO IN BACKGROUND. LOOKING SOUTHEAST.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN’S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028156
Title: EAST ROAD; TRENCH 1. ALONG TRENCH CUT ACROSS ROAD. NEXT TO PUEBLO PINTADO. LOOKING NORTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN’S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028157
Title: EAST ROAD; LOOKING EAST DOWN ROAD DEPRESSION EAST OF FEATURE 1; PUEBLO PINTADO IN BACKGROUND.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN’S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028158
Title: EAST ROAD; LOOKING SOUTHEAST ACROSS ROAD DEPRESSION. NEAR PUEBLO PINTADO. LOOKING SOUTHEAST.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN’S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028159
Title: 29MC 593. CHACO EAST ROAD FEATURE 1. LOOKING EAST UP ROCK CUT STEPS DROPPING INTO CHACO CANYON. NORTHWEST OF PUEBLO PINTADO.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29MC 593
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. LA 100093. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028160
Title: 29MC 593. EAST ROAD FEATURE 1. LOOKING EAST UP ROCK CUT STEPS DROPPING INTO CHACO CANYON. NORTHWEST OF PUEBLO PINTADO.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: 29MC 593
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. 1 METER STICK. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. LA 100093. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028161
Title: NORTH ROAD. FEATURE 1; FACED SIDE OF EAST- WEST WALL (NORTH SIDE). LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: Apr-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028162
Title: CHACO NORTH ROAD NORTH OF FUEBLO ALTO. LOOKING NORTH DOWN ROAD DEPRESSION.
Dates: May-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028163
Title: 29SJ 761. RINCONADA; STAIRS 2 AND 3. LOOKING WEST; S-2 ON LEFT; S-3 ON RIGHT.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 761
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.
Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028164
Title: 29SJ 1526. R13N. JACKSONS STAIRS 1 AND 2. LOOKING SOUTHWEST ACROSS STAIRS.
Dates: Mar-71
Phys Desc: 29SJ 1526
Summary Notes: 2 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028165
Title: HAURY TRIP: ON WEST ROAD; RS 8N; LOOKING NORTH. LEFT- RIGHT: JEFF DEAN; JOHN CORBETT; HAURY; R. BUETTNER; DICK HARDIN (SUPERINTENDENT).
Dates: May-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: J. HAAS. WEST OF ESCAVADA WASH. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
Item Nbr: 0028166
Title: UPPER HUNGO PAVI STAIRS.
Dates: May-71
Phys Desc: CHACO CANYON
Summary Notes: 1 PHOTOGRAPH; PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BUETTNER. R.G. VIVIAN'S ROAD PROJECT. NEGATIVES AT ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM; TUSCON.

Series Nbr: 001.003
File Unit: 019
Title: Chaco Water Control Project - Images
Summary Notes: Separation sheet - moved to Photocard File: Vivian's Water Control Project COLL 0030/001.003. Also includes list of pictures and photocopies of the photocards

Series Nbr: 001.003
File Unit: 019-B
Dates: C. 1969
Title: [Chaco Water Control Project - 8X10 COLOUR PRINTS]
Summary Notes:

Series Nbr: 001.003
File Unit: 020
Title: Images
Summary Notes:
List of images, list of negatives, 4 photos

Series Nbr: 001.003
File Unit: 021
Dates: 1992
Title: Images - Inventory Sheets
Summary Notes:
Collection/Series: 0030/001.004
Series Title: Reports

Accession: CHCU-00464    Catalog Nbr: CHCU 41042

History: FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE COLLECTION LEVEL HISTORY.


Provenance: Gwinn Vivian, Arizona State Museum
Series Nbr: 001.004
File Unit: 022
Dates: 1972
Title: Prehistoric Water Conservation in Chaco Canyon
Summary Notes:
2 copies

Series Nbr: 001.004
File Unit: 023
Dates: 1979
Title: "PONDEROSA PINE: CHACO CANYON REGION"
Summary Notes:
SUBJECT: CHACO CANYON, CLIMATE/ENVIRONMENT, DENDROCHRONOLOGY
DOCUMENT: PONDEROSA PINE, CHACO REGION
DESCRIPTION: SLIDES & B/W PHOTOS RELATING TO PONDEROSA PINE STUDY IN 1970-71.
BOUND TOGETHER LIKE A BOOK WITH CORRESPONDENCE AND LABORATORY OF TREE-RING. RESEARCH FORMS ARE PIECED AND STAPLED. SLIDES AND PHOTOS WILL BE CATALOGED SEPARATELY. 119 IS THE NUMBER OF PAGES OF SLIDES. PHOTOS ARE GLUED TO THE SLIDES HOLDER REPLACED FORMS (4-22-02, JR) ALSO INCLUDES DOCUMENT: LETTERS FROM R. GWINN VIVIAN TO JAMES JUDGE

DESCRIPTION: EXPLAINS THE PONDEROSA PINE PHOTO ALBUM DONE FROM A SURVEY IN 1970-71, INCLUDES ORIGINAL LETTER AND COPY.

Associated Material:
VA 2110 CHCU 86057, CHCU 85950 C102869-C103019
Collection/Series: 0030/002
Series Title: CLY CANYON RESERVOIR PROJECT

Accession: CHCU-00549  Catalog Nbr: CHCU 41042

History: Testing in Clys Canyon to obtain information on prehistoric water catchment. In April 1991, R. Gwinn Vivian conducted testing at two sites, 29SJ 1791 and 1792 to determine if reservoirs had been constructed that would indicate domestic water use. No walled reservoirs were detected. A few sherds were collected during this project, and slides and photographs were taken, along with field notes.

Scope: Includes notes, slides, photos.

Arrangement: Organized into 2 subseries: Subseries A: Field Notes; Subseries B: Images

Provenance: R. Gwinn Vivian, Arizona State Museum, under ARPA Permit 91-CHCU-1
Series Nbr:  002  
File Unit:  001  
Dates:  1991  
Title:  Cly's Canyon Reservoir Project - Project Documentation  
Summary Notes:  
   Preliminary Report ARPA Permit 91-CHCU-1 (Contains photos and separation sheets for negatives and slides)  

Series Nbr:  002  
File Unit:  002  
Dates:  1985  
Title:  Cly's Canyon Reservoir Project - Water Discharge Rates at 29SJ 1791  
Summary Notes:  
   Rates and notes
CHCU 41042

Collection/Series: 0030/002.001
Series Title: Field Notes

Accession: CHCU-00464  Catalog Nbr: CHCU 41042

History: Cly's Canyon Reservoir Study. In April 1991, R. Gwinn Vivian conducted testing at two sites, 29SJ 1791 and 1792 to determine if reservoirs had been constructed that would indicate domestic water use. No walled reservoirs were detected. A few sherds were collected during this project, and slides and photographs were taken, along with field notes.

Scope: Documentation from G. Vivian: REPORT, FIELD NOTES, DAILY LOG, PHOTO LOGS, FS SHEET, SHERD ANALYSIS SHEET, 1985 WATER DISCHARGE RATES AT 29SJ 1791 (Tom Windes' notes)

Provenance: R. Gwinn Vivian, Arizona State Museum, under ARPA Permit 91-CHCU-1
Cly's Canyon Reservoir Study. In April 1991, R. Gwinn Vivian conducted testing at two sites, 29SJ 1791 and 1792 to determine if reservoirs had been constructed that would indicate domestic water use. No walled reservoirs were detected. A few sherds were collected during this project, and slides and photographs were taken, along with field notes.

29SJ 1791: 24 Color Slides (CHCU 95217), 11 negatives (and contact prints) (CHCU 95218)

29SJ 1792: 10 Color Slides (CHCU 95216), 8 negatives and contact prints (CHCU 95219)

See Item Level for descriptions of each image.

R. Gwinn Vivian, Arizona State Museum, under ARPA Permit 91-CHCU-1
Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: A-1
Title: 29SJ 1791: VIEW OF OVERHANG (SHELTER) WITH SEEPS, LOOKING E BY SE
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: A-10
Title: 29SJ 1791: FEATURE 5 (TRENCH), INTERSECTING WITH FEATURE 1 TRENCH IN REAR. SEEPP POOL IN FOREGROUND. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: A-11
Title: 29SJ 1791: TOM WINDES AT FEATURE 3 (TRENCH). LOOKING SOUTH ACROSS FRONT OF SHELTER.
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: A-2
Title: 29SJ 1791: VIEW OF SHELTER (OVERHANG) WITH SEEPS, LOOKING E
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: A-3
Title: 29SJ 1791: ROCK CUT STEPS ABOVE SEEPS- CLIFF TOP ZONE. LOOKING EAST
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: A-4
Title: 29SJ 1791: CENTRAL (FOREGROUND) AND SOUTH SEEPE IN SHELTER. LOOKING S BY SE.
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: A-5
Title: 29SJ 1791: SOUTH SEEP WITH POOL. LOOKING EAST
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: A-6
Title: 29SJ 1791: NORTH SEEP ZONE - NO POOL. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: A-7
Title: 29SJ 1791: FEATURE 1 (TRENCH), SOUTH OF SOUTH SEEP. LOOKING E BY SE
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: A-8
Title: 29SJ 1791: FEATURE 3 (TRENCH). LOOKING N BY NW
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: A-9
Title: 29SJ 1791: FEATURE 4 (TRENCH). FEATURES 1 & 5 IN BACKGROUND. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: B-1
Title: 29SJ 1792: VIEW SW ACROSS SHELTER. TOM WINDES & CHERYL FORD AT FEATURE 1.
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: B-2
Title: 29SJ 1792: VIEW E ACROSS SHELTER. TOM WINDES & CHERYL FORD AT FEATURE 1 (TRENCH)
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: B-3
Title: 29SJ 1792: VIEW S ACROSS SHELTER. TOM WINDES & CHERYL FORD AT FEATURE 1 (TRENCH)
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: B-4
Title: 29SJ 1792: VIEW S ACROSS SHELTER. TOM WINDES & CHERYL FORD AT FEATURE 1 (TRENCH). SOUTH POOL AT LEFT
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: B-5
Title: 29SJ 1792: FEATURE 1 (TRENCH) SOUTH POOL TO LEFT REAR. LOOKING E BY SE.
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: B-6
Title: 29SJ 1792: FEATURE 1 (TRENCH) SHOWING CUT THROUGH BLUE-GRAY CLAY LEVEL.
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: B-7
Title: 29SJ 1792: CENTRAL SEEP IN SHELTER. LOOKING SOUTH.
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: B-8
Title: 29SJ 1792: NORTH SEEP IN SHELTER. LOOKING EAST.
Dates: APRIL 24 1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI
Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-1
Title: 29SJ 1791: VIEW LOOKING SOUTH, SEEPS UNDER OVERHANG AT END OF RINCON
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: GWINN VIVIAN

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-10
Title: 29SJ 1791: FEAT 1 (TRENCH). SOUTH SEEP ON LEFT
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: GWINN VIVIAN

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-11
Title: 29SJ 1791: FEAT 1 (TRENCH). SOUTH SEEP ON LEFT
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: GWINN VIVIAN

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-12
Title: 29SJ 1791: FEAT 1 (TRENCH)
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: GWINN VIVIAN

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-13
Title: 29SJ 1791: FEAT 1 (TRENCH)
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: GWINN VIVIAN

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-14
Title: 29SJ 1791: FEAT 3 AREA BEFORE TRENCHING. STONES ON SURFACE
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: GWINN VIVIAN

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-15
Title: 29SJ 1791: FEAT 3 (TRENCH)
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: GWINN VIVIAN

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-16
Title: 29SJ 1791: FEAT 3 (TRENCH)
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: GWINN VIVIAN

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-17
Title: 29SJ 1791: FEAT 4 LOOKING SW. FEAT 1 IN BACKGROUND.
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: GWINN VIVIAN

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-18
Title: 29SJ 1791: SOUTH SEEPE, FEAT 5 (TRENCH) INTERSECTING WITH FEAT 1 (TRENCH)
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: GWINN VIVIAN

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-19
Title: 29SJ 1791: FEAT 5 INTERSECTING WITH FEAT 1
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: GWINN VIVIAN

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-2
Title: 29SJ 1791: VIEW LOOKING SOUTH BY SOUTHEAST, SEEPS UNDER OVERHANG
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: GWINN VIVIAN

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-20
Title: 29SJ 1791: LOOKING SW; CHERYL FORD & TOM WINDES AT FEAT 1
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: GWINN VIVIAN

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-21
Title: 29SJ 1791: LOOKING NE ACROSS SHELTER FROM FEAT 1 (TRENCH); CHERYL FORD & TOM WINDES
Dates: 04/1991

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-22
Title: 29SJ 1791: LOOKING NE ACROSS SHELTER. CHERYL FORD & TOM WINDES AT FEAT 4. FEAT 3 IN FOREGROUND.
Dates: 04/1991

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-23
Title: 29SJ 1791: LOOKING SOUTH TO REAR OF SHELTER. TOM WINDES AND CHERYL FORD AT CENTRAL SEEP.
Dates: 04/1991

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-24
Title: 29SJ 1791: LOOKING SOUTH ACROSS SHELTER. TOM WINDES IN FOREGROUND BEHIND FEAT 1. CHERYL FORD IN REAR.
Dates: 04/1991

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-3
Title: 29SJ 1791: NORTH, CENTRAL, AND SOUTH SEEPS BEFORE TESTING
Dates: 04/1991

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-4
Title: 29SJ 1791: VIEW ACROSS SHELTER, LOOKING SOUTH, BEFORE TESTING. CENTER AND SOUTH SEEPS IN MIDDLE GROUND
Dates: 04/1991

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-5
Title: 29SJ 1791: SOUTH SEEP (FOREGROUND) AND CENTER SEEP, LOOKING EAST
Dates: 04/1991

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-6
Title: 29SJ 1791: NORTH SEEP
Dates: 04/1991

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-7
Title: 29SJ 1791: CENTRAL SEEP
Dates: 04/1991

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-8
Title: 29SJ 1791: VIEW ACROSS SHELTER. FEAT 4 IN FOREGROUND; FEAT 2 IN BACKGROUND
Dates: 04/1991

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-9
Title: 29SJ 1791: LOOKING NE ACROSS SHELTER. FEAT 1 BACKDIRT IN FOREGROUND; FEAT 3 MIDDLE GROUND. SOUTH SEEP IN REAR.
Dates: 04/1991

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE A-1
Title: 29SJ 1792: VIEW LOOKING SOUTH, SEEP UNDER OVERHAND
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE B-10
Title: 29SJ 1792: FEATURE 1 (TRENCH) DETAIL
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE B-2
Title: 29SJ 1792: VIEW ACROSS SHELTER, LOOKING SOUTH AT FEATURE 1 (TRENCH)
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI
Summary Notes: INCLUDES TOM WINDES AND CHERYL FORD

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE B-3
Title: 29SJ 1792: FEATURE 1 (TRENCH) IN FRONT OF SOUTH SEEP, LOOKING EAST
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI
Summary Notes: INCLUDES TOM WINDES AND CHERYL FORD

---

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE B-4
Title: 29SJ 1792: NORTH AND CENTER SEEPS (L. TO R.) AT REAR OF SHELTER
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

---

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE B-5
Title: 29SJ 1792: SOUTH SEEP
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

---

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE B-6
Title: 29SJ 1792: SOUTH SEEP AT REAR OF SHELTER
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

---

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE B-7
Title: 29SJ 1792: SOUTH SEEP, FEATURE 1 (TRENCH)
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

---

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE B-8
Title: 29SJ 1792: SOUTH SEEP TO LEFT REAR
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI

---

Series Nbr: 002.002
Item Nbr: SLIDE B-9
Title: 29SJ 1792: FEATURE 1 (TRENCH), SOUTH SEEP TO LEFT REAR
Dates: 04/1991
Creator: R. GWINN VIVIAN/PI
**Collection/Series:** 0030/003  
**Series Title:** CHACO RESEARCH FILES

**Accession:** CHCU-00821  
**Catalog Nbr:** CHCU 41042  
**Inclusive Dates:** 1901-1993  
**Bulk Dates:** 1962-1986

**History:** In the area of historic preservation, Gwinn's work in Chaco Canyon is of particular note, where his fieldwork centered on water control systems and roads, which he believes were critical aspects of Chaco culture growth in the 11th century. In 1981 he was retained as a consultant to the BLM survey team due to his fieldwork on the elaborate Chacoan road and water control systems.

Gwinn Vivian has devoted much of his time to writing and since his retirement, has been heavily involved in public outreach, both as a lecturer and popular tour guide of the Chaco Canyon region.

In addition to writing numerous chapters in edited books, he is the author of The Chacoan Prehistory of the San Juan Basin and The Chaco Handbook: An Encyclopedia Guide.

**Scope:** Contains material on BC Sites (mostly BC 59), Dendrochronology, Gwinn Vivian's involvement with the Bureau of Land Management, Research and Reference materials and correspondence.

**Arrangement:** Organized into 5 subseries: 001 - BC Sites 002 - Dendrochronology 003 - Correspondence 004 - Bureau of Land Management 005 - Research / Reference Documentation
Collection/Series: 0030/003.001
Series Title: BC Sites

Accession: CHCU-00464  Catalog Nbr: CHCU 41042

History: FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE HISTORY IN SERIES LEVEL DESCRIPTION.

Scope: Material on BC Sites by Tom Mathews, Ripley P. Bullen, Gordon Vivian. Also extractions from Students' Field Notebooks, 1947 UNM Field School Session
Series Nbr: 003.001
File Unit: 001
Title: BC 59 Report - Tom Mathews
Summary Notes:
  Thick report

Series Nbr: 003.001
File Unit: 002
Dates: 1947
Title: BC 59 - Students' Field Notebooks, 1947 UNM Field School Session
Summary Notes:
  Extractions from students' notebooks

Series Nbr: 003.001
File Unit: 003
Dates: 1941
Title: Preliminary Report - BC 54, Ripley P. Bullen, 1941
Summary Notes:
  Corresp. to Paul Reiter with report

Series Nbr: 003.001
File Unit: 004
Title: BC Sites - Notes / Maps (BC 59,51,126, Half House) Gordon Vivian - Report Draft
Summary Notes:
  Notes, field note books

Series Nbr: 003.001
File Unit: 005
Title: BC 51 and Artifacts - Rm 34. Gordon Vivian
Summary Notes:
  2 copies of report on Site BC-51 and 2 copies of 'Materials from Rm 34'
Collection/Series: 0030/003.002
Series Title: Dendrochronology

Accession: CHCU-00464  Catalog Nbr: CHCU 41041

History: FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE HISTORY IN SERIES LEVEL DESCRIPTION.

Scope: William Robinson on Chetro Ketl, rm 93 Dendro Dates and Tree Ring Material collected by Gwinn and Gordon Vivian
Series Nbr:  003.002
File Unit:  006
Dates:  1969, 1970
Title:  Chetro Ketl, rm 93 Dendro Dates - Robinson. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
Corresp. and site notes on rm 93

Series Nbr:  003.002
File Unit:  007
Dates:  1957, 1958, 1959
Title:  Tree Ring Material - Chaco. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
Collection/Series: 0030/003.003
Series Title: Correspondence

Accession: CHCU-00464  Catalog Nbr: CHCU 41042

History: FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE HISTORY IN SERIES LEVEL DESCRIPTION.

Scope: Notes and Correspondence on various topics. Topics include the Kin Kletso Report (including rainfall and weather data), the Chaco Canyon Seminar and Paul's Feather Cave Data.

Contains originals of Marietta Wetherill 1950's correspondence with the Vivian Family.

Includes correspondence with Freddy Reiter, Frederic Putnam and Tom Windes.
Series Nbr: 003.003  
File Unit: 008  
Dates: 1962, 1964  
Title: Notes and Correspondence RE: Kin Kletso Report. Includes Rainfall and Weather Data, 1962. Gwinn Vivian  
Summary Notes: 

Series Nbr: 003.003  
File Unit: 009  
Dates: 1968, 1969  
Title: Chaco Canyon Seminar - Corresp. NPS - School of American Research, 1968 - 1969. Gwinn Vivian  
Summary Notes: 

Series Nbr: 003.003  
File Unit: 010  
Dates: 1988  
Title: Freddy Reiter Corresp. RE Paul's Feather Cave Data - 1988. Gwinn Vivian  
Summary Notes: 

Series Nbr: 003.003  
File Unit: 011  
Dates: 1951, 1952  
Title: Marietta Wetherill Corresp. With Vivian Family (Originals), 1951 and 1952. Gwinn Vivian  
Summary Notes:  
Original letters from MW with photo copies of each  

Series Nbr: 003.003  
File Unit: 012  
Dates: 1999  
Title: Frederic Putnam Corresp. And Extracts, Nancy Parezo - 1999. Gwinn Vivian  
Summary Notes:  
Extracts from Putnam papers corresp. 1851 - 1947  

Series Nbr: 003.003  
File Unit: 013  
Dates:  
Title: Outgoing Correspondence - Gwinn Vivian  
Summary Notes:  
Re: BC 59
Series Nbr: 003.003
File Unit: 014
Dates: 1987
Title: Tom Windes - Corresp., 1987. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
History: When BLM undertook this survey, Gwinn Vivian was Director of the Arizona State Museum. He was not part of the BLM survey team but had already done fieldwork in the 1960's centered on the elaborate road and water control systems. At that time, people thought the roads might be canals.

Much of Gwinn Vivian's archeological interest has centered on pre-historic roads. In Arizona, Gwinn Vivian became the first Highway Salvage Archaeologist in 1964 and remained in that position through 1970. Arizona State Museum had begun an informal highway salvage program in 1955 in response to concerns that archaeological resources were being destroyed during highway construction.

Scope: Proposal, contract, correspondence and consultant's report
Collection/Series: 0030/003.005  
Series Title: Research/Reference Documentation  

Accession: CHCU-00464  
Catalog Nbr: CHCU 41042  
Inclusive Dates: 1901-1992  
Bulk Dates: 1974-1986  

History: FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE HISTORY IN SERIES LEVEL DESCRIPTION.  

Scope: Various research reports and reference materials
Series Nbr: 003.005  
File Unit: 021  
Dates: 1992  
Gwinn Vivian  
Summary Notes:

Series Nbr: 003.005  
File Unit: 022  
Dates: 1963  
Title: "Archie Werito, Navaho" - 1963 Student Paper - Myrtle P. Vivian. Gwinn Vivian  
Summary Notes:  
Student paper, draft and final version, 2 copies of each

Series Nbr: 003.005  
File Unit: 023  
Dates: 1901  
Title: Wetherill / Hyde Affidavit. Holsinger - 1901. Gwinn Vivian  
Summary Notes:

Series Nbr: 003.005  
File Unit: 024  
Dates: 1974  
Title: Lowry Ruin and Chimney Rock Pueblo: An Examination of Two Possible Chaco Towns in the Northern San Juan River Basin' - Robert Porter Powers, 1974. Gwinn Vivian  
Summary Notes:  
Thesis paper by Powers

Series Nbr: 003.005  
File Unit: 025  
Dates: 1993  
Title: Vegetation Inventory of Chaco Culture NHP' Floyd-Hanna, Hanna, Hays and Heil, 1993  
Summary Notes:  
Veg. Inv.' in Park 'Lay' Report version and Final Report version. 2 copies of each.

Series Nbr: 003.005  
File Unit: 026  
Dates:  
Title: Birds from Sites in Chaco Canyon - Notes, File Cards and Corresp. Gordon Vivian (for the Kin Kletso Report)  
Summary Notes:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>003.005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File Unit:</td>
<td>027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates:</td>
<td>05/12/1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Notes:</td>
<td>Report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>003.005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File Unit:</td>
<td>028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates:</td>
<td>1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>Harmonic Convergence Announcement, 1987. Gwinn Vivian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Notes:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>003.005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File Unit:</td>
<td>029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates:</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>Reyman Proposal - &quot;Aztec Racetrack&quot; and Corresp., 1982. Gwinn Vivian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Notes:</td>
<td>Peer Review</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>003.005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File Unit:</td>
<td>030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates:</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>&quot;The Making of a Navajo Blanket&quot; by George Pepper, 1902. Gwinn Vivian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Notes:</td>
<td>2 copies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>003.005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File Unit:</td>
<td>031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates:</td>
<td>1963?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>&quot;Ponderosa Pine, Climatic History and Conifers as Pioneers&quot; by Erik K. Reed, 1963? Gwinn Vivian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Notes:</td>
<td>2 copies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Nbr:</th>
<th>003.005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File Unit:</td>
<td>032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>Kiva Excavation Notes, North Mesa Betn Chetro Ketl and Una Vida? Gordon Vivian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Notes:</td>
<td>Notes and drawings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Series Nbr: 003.005
File Unit: 033
Dates: 1986
Title: The Chaco Unconference, Oct 10-12, 1986. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:

Series Nbr: 003.005
File Unit: 034
Title: Prospectus - Chaco Canyon Studies, Basis for Chaco Project. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:

Series Nbr: 003.005
File Unit: 035
Dates: 1984
Summary Notes:

Series Nbr: 003.005
File Unit: 036
Dates: 1986
Summary Notes:
Collection/Series: 0030/004
Series Title: CHACRA MESA/NAVAJO REFUGEE SITE STUDY-1960

Accession: CHCU-00464  Catalog Nbr: CHCU 41042
Inclusive Dates: 1952-1958  Bulk Dates:

History: In 1960, Gwinn Vivian produced his Masters Thesis on "The Navajo Archaeology of the Chacra Mesa, New Mexico"

Scope: site notes, sherd counts, photographs, thesis, MAPS MAP CATALOGUED SEPARATELY:

CHCU 55387 - Chacra Mesa Site Locations in Pintado Area
Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 001
Dates: 1974
Title: Chacra Mesa Site Index, 1974. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 002
Title: CM 2 - Site Notes. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
   2 pgs of sparse notes

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 003
Title: CM 4 - Site Notes. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
   5 pgs notes

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 004
Title: CM 7 - Site Notes and Photo. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
   2 pgs of notes, one photo

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 005
Title: CM 8 - Site Notes and Photos. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
   3 pgs notes, 6 photos

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 006
Title: CM 10 - Site Notes. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
   1 pg of notes

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 007
Title: CM 12 - Site Notes. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
   2 pgs of notes
Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 008
Title: CM 13 - Site Notes and Photos. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
2 pgs of notes, 7 photos

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 009
Title: CM 14 - Site Notes and Photos. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
2 pgs of notes, 3 photos

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 010
Title: CM 15 - Site Notes and Photos. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
2 pgs of notes, scale cards, 2 photos

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 011
Title: CM 17 - Site Notes and Photos. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
2 pgs notes, 6 photos

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 012
Title: CM 18 - Site Notes. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
4 pgs of notes

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 013
Title: CM 20 and 21 - Site Notes. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
1 pg of notes

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 014
Title: CM 22 / 22a - Site Notes and Photos. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
2 pgs notes, 6 photos

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 015
Title: CM 23 - Sherd Count. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 016
Title: CM 24 - Sherd Count. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 017
Title: CM 25 - Sherd Count and Photos. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
1 pg notes, 4 photos

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 018
Title: CM 26 - Sherd Count. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 019
Title: CM 35 - Site Notes and Photos
Summary Notes:
2 pgs notes, many photos

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 020
Title: CM 36 / 36a - Sherd Counts and Photos. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
6 photos, 2 pgs notes

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 021
Title: CM 38 - Site Notes. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
3 pgs.

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 022
Title: CM 39 - Sherd Count and Photos. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
1 pg notes, 2 photos

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 023
Title: CM 40 - Sherd Counts and Photos. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
1 pg notes, 3 photos

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 024
Title: CM 99 - Sherd Counts and Photos (Formerly CM 141). Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
1 pg notes, 3 photos

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 025
Title: CM 100 - Site Notes. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
2 pgs notes

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 026
Title: CM 129 - Photos and Sherds Count. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
3 photos

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 027
Title: CM 139 (was 138) - Site Notes and Photos. Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
2 photos, 3 pgs of notes

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 028  
Title: CM 142 - Sherd Count and Photos. Gwinn Vivian  
Summary Notes:  
4 photos, 1 pg of notes

Series Nbr: 004  
File Unit: 029  
Title: CM 149 - Sherd Count and Photo. Gwinn Vivian  
Summary Notes:  
1 photo, 1 pg notes

Series Nbr: 004  
File Unit: 030  
Title: CM 150 - Site Notes and Photos. Gwinn Vivian  
Summary Notes:  
7 photos, 10 pgs of notes

Series Nbr: 004  
File Unit: 031  
Title: CM 151 - Sherd Count and Photos. Gwinn Vivian  
Summary Notes:  
7 photos

Series Nbr: 004  
File Unit: 032  
Title: Chacra Mesa MV Site Plans - Site Associated with CM 100-118, Cliff House below CM 100, CM 101-118, CM 120 - 125a, CM 127 - 133, CM 135 - 149, CM 150 - 153  
Summary Notes:  
Field NB drawings

Series Nbr: 004  
File Unit: 033  
Title: Vivian's MA Thesis  
Summary Notes:  
Photographs of Gwinn's thesis: "The Navajo Archaeology of the Chacra Mesa, New Mexico"

Series Nbr: 004  
File Unit: 034  
Title: Chacra Mesa / Navajo Refugee Site Study - 1960  
Summary Notes:  
Archeological Site Records (cards)
Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 035
Dates: 1974
Title: Correspondence
Summary Notes:
  re: Chacra Mesa sites
Associated Material:
  VA 1960, VA 1961, CHCU 85762, CHCU 85763

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 036
Title: Chacra Mesa Sites
Summary Notes:
  1953 completed NPS archeological site record forms with all sites recorded by the Vivians on Chacra Mesa. Also a site index, prepared by Gwinn in May 1974. Also, 1963 Buckingham notes and a 1970 Chacra Mesa map
Associated Material:
  VA 1962, VA 1963, CHCU 85764, CHCU 85765

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 037
Dates: 1960
Title: "The Navajo Archaeology of Chacra Mesa"
Summary Notes:
  MASTERS THESIS BY R. GWINN VIVIAN. INCLUDES DESCRIPTIONS OF ARCHITECTURAL AND NON-ARCHITECTURAL REMAINS, CERAMICS, STONE, BONE AND WOOD. CHAPTER ON CULTURE TRAITS AND TRADITIONS OF THE CHACRA NAVAJO AND ARCHEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL EVIDENCE OF NAVAJO PRIOR TO 1800. WITH MANY PHOTOGRAPHS
Associated Material:
  va 2046, chcu 85901, c102093-c102200 (in neg collection?), c102275-c102285

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 038
Dates: ?
Title: PHIBBS SITE MAP LA 10973, CHACRA MESA
Summary Notes:
Associated Material:
  va 2048, chcu 85902

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 039
Dates: 1960
Title: [MAP]

Summary Notes:
Site #: Pueblo Pintado Area, Chacra Mesa
Title: Chacra Mesa Site Locations in Pintado Area

Associated Material:
va 2047, chcu 55387

Series Nbr: 004
File Unit: 040
Title: CHACRA MESA 4 HOGANS
Summary Notes:
SCANS OF FILM NEGATIVES GWINN GAVE TO TOM SEPT 2011. PICTURES GO WITH GWINN'S DISSERTATION
Collection/Series: 0030/005
Series Title: MICROFILM

Accession: CHCU-00464       Catalog Nbr: CHCU 41042
Inclusive Dates: 1972

History: FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE COLLECTION LEVEL HISTORY.

Scope: "The Ceramic Sequence in Chaco Canyon, NM" Ph D Dissertation, Harvard University by Frank Roberts. Donated by Gwinn Vivian
Series Nbr: 005
File Unit: 001
Dates: 1972
Microfilm Donated by Gwinn Vivian
Summary Notes:
1 roll microfilm